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the new trailer for welcome to raccoon city shows us the
new weapons, including the new attachments and the
tactical shotgun which is a better version than the one
you pick up at the end of resident evil 2. plus there is the
heavy assault rifle, the m60. the new resident evil also
shows us a few new characters, including ada wong,
a.k.a. the new protagonist. she is a skilled soldier who
looks like she could kick a zombie's ass. she can also
drive and control a tank. as you can see from the trailer,
resident evil seems to be a mix between a survival horror
and a first-person shooter. if you like to fight, this game
is for you. there are plenty of ammo boxes, new
enemies, and plenty of zombies that need to be taken
down. however, the game also has a strong puzzle
element to it. resident evil: welcome to raccoon city has
a puzzle-solving element that has been missing from the
series for a while. you might need to think outside of the
box to get through certain puzzles. the next chapter in
the resident evil franchise is finally here. the official
trailer for resident evil: welcome to raccoon city is now
online and it looks like it will be a good entry for fans of
the series. it was weird to see the new protagonist ada
wong make an appearance in the trailer, but she looks
like she can kick a lot of zombie ass. plus there is a new
story arc that takes place inside the raccoon city police
department. if you want to skip the story and jump right
into the action, you can play the demo on the playstation
network. the demo is free to download and features the
jill valentine playable character from resident evil 6. you
can also switch between her and the ada wong character
after you beat the demo.
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for some of you new to the resident evil series, you
might wonder why the series has always been about
such horrific situations that are bleak in nature. these
types of games, usually centered on a police station or

another location where many people are in close
proximity, are a representation of the fact that there will
always be a darkness in the world that wants to consume

you, and no amount of money, power or weapons will
ever be able to properly protect you from that. when you
run out of ammunition, youre in trouble. so when you are

out of ammo in the resident evil games, you need to
start looking for the next best weapon. this is where

players usually run into all sorts of situations where they
need to progress through many, many rooms and levels

in order to find the best weapon to help them in the
impending fight. this is why there were so many locked

doors, it meant that players had to go around to find
more ammunition, or make a better weapon. this is a

mistake that this new resident evil series has made, not
having multiple loadouts for the characters. in resident

evil 2, there are only three standard weapons: the
handgun, machine gun and grenade launcher. players
can also carry a melee weapon. in addition to this, you

can equip several items, such as a gas mask, gas
grenades, or a key card. also, there are explosive barrels

which can be used to make improvised explosives. so
aside from the aforementioned weapons, there are also
ways to make improvised weapons, and some items can
also function in this role. the game also contains a large
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number of items to pick up and use at various times in
the game. because the game contains so many different
items, there is a large number of lockers and containers
scattered throughout the game. these containers contain
items you can use to help yourself in situations. the most

notable thing about these containers is that they are
locked, and the player needs to push a button in order to
open them. theres a button for each of the items inside

the containers. 5ec8ef588b
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